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Cloud Baselining

Blaze the trail for your successful cloud journey

with cloud baselining. Our facilitated workshops

with lots of supporting content will help your teams

define a shared vision for the journey into the

cloud. Cloud baselining covers the requirements

related to IT security, governance, compliance,

architecture and operational structures, taking into

account technological and operational require-

ments as well as enterprise-ready structures. Cloud

baselining is done using a structured, standard-

ized series of workshops. All participants are given

the opportunity to contribute their ideas and the

relevant needs arising from their role.

We tie in the biggest pain points of a cloud journey

and empower workshop participants to make

informed shared decisions.

360° expertise

You will receive a common, documented view of

the customer-specific challenges and pain points.

We work out a joint vision to effectively leverage

cloud possibilities − the goal needs to be achiev-

able and known to all key roles within the organi-

zation. An individual roadmap allows you to work in

a structured way to achieve your goals and to

invest the necessary resources efficiently. Recom-

mendations are based on best practices from

public cloud providers and success stories from

Skaylink customers.

Your benefits

• Experience from a decade of cloud/IT consulting,

ranging from early adoption to full-scale

implementation for high-profile enterprise

customers in a variety of industries.

• Partnerships with AWS and Microsoft at the elite

level

• Cloud-agnostic consultation independent of an

individual provider

• We can not only work out theoretical approaches

together with customers, but we can also

implement them in practice

• Skaylink’s own architects and experts in security,

governance and compliance are hand-picked and

have a wealth of project experience

Why Skaylink?

Do you have questions for an AWS expert?

I am happy to help: Adrian.Wnek@skaylink.com
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